Smartphone Photography
for Kids
Use this guide to teach your children how to
take great pictures with a smartphone
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Introduction
Learning how to take good photos is exciting.
When you look at the world around you through the
‘lens’ of a camera, or in this case the back of your
smartphone, you begin to see things differently to
everyone else.
This is exciting and you will find yourself watching how
sunlight casts shadows or causes reflections on
different things. You will also begin to notice how things
look differently at different times of the day.
You do not need to have a camera to learn how to take
good photos as smartphones today have excellent
cameras that are simple to use.
Ask your mum/dad/auntie/uncle or anyone who you
know that likes to upgrade their smartphones regularly,
if you can have the old one to use as a camera.
Remove the SIM card and delete all apps so that only
the camera function remains. This will give you lots of
memory to store all your photos.
Included in the guide:
• Basic smartphone photography
• Sorting and basic editing of photos
• Fun challenges to make you a better photographer
• Ideas for ways to use your photographs such as
creating slide shows and presentations
• Photobook ideas
• Posters and other projects

“A picture is worth ten thousand words”
~ Fred R. Barnard
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Basic Smartphone Camera
Photography
Most smartphones have a camera icon on the front screen.
Get someone to help you set up the camera so that you can open the smartphone
and access the camera instantly so that you don’t miss a photo opportunity
because it takes too long to get the camera open.
iPhones allow you to swipe left to access the camera when the phone is in the
locked position.
Android smartphone cameras may need to have setup the Camera Lock Screen
shortcut so that you can open the camera app without having to open the phone
first.
Most photographers consider seven elements of design, line, shape, form, texture,
pattern, colour and space. There is plenty of time to go into these later if you
decide you want to know more about photography.
First learn the basics of photography and have fun taking photos.

Photography is a fun and creative hobby for children of all ages
Embrace the freedom of choice that is available to you when you are behind the
camera and try not to get too caught up in the ‘rules of photography’

“The best thing about memories is making them.”
~ Anonymous
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SmartPhone Camera Features
1.

Photo
This is the mode you will use for most of the photos that you take on your smartphone
camera. Portrait is when you hold the phone upright, as if taking a call and Landscape
photos are taken when holding the phone on the side.

2. Portrait
Portrait mode is a new feature that is only available on some of the newer phone cameras.
This feature gives you more control on the depth-of-field-effect. Don’t worry if you do not
have this feature, as, with practice you will still be able to take great photos without it.
3. Square
The square photo feature gives an old fashioned or retro look to a photo. Instead of the
typical rectangular photo, the square mode takes a 6 x 6 cm photo.
I encourage you not to use this feature as you can crop the Photo mode pictures to get this
effect later if you want it.
4. PANO
The PANO feature is a great feature for taking panoramic photos. Be sure to keep a steady
hand when you move your camera to capture the pano image.. Most smartphone cameras
have an arrow that points in the direction you wish to take the photo and it does take
practice holding the camera steady so that the arrow follows the line. After a few practice
goes you usually get this right.
5. Video
The video feature in the SmartPhone is a typical video, without any filters. So, what you
record is what you are going to be seeing in real time.
6. Slo-Mo
Slo-Mo is just as it sounds - Slow motion!
When you record a video in slow motion the objects moving will be slower than they are in
normal time.
7. Time-Lapse
Time-Lapse is video technique that records the footage at a slower frame rate. This means
that when you view the video, the moving objects are going faster than a normal video.
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Landscape, Portrait or Square?
Most smartphones allow you to choose between
PHOTO and SQUARE.
Avoid using the Square function as that takes smaller
photographs and will limit what you can do with the
image afterwards.
Taking the photographs in PHOTO mode will allow you
more scope to fix any possible errors later.
When composing your photograph try different ways
to see which suits the image you are trying to
capture.

PHOTO in ‘Portrait’ view

Square option

PHOTO in ‘Landscape’ view

"It’s not the camera but who’s behind the camera.”
~ Anonymous
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Hold the Camera Steady
One of the most important things to do when taking a
photograph is to hold the camera steady.
If you move the camera when you take the photo, your
image will be out of focus, and you will be disappointed .
Use both hands, one to hold the camera steady and the
other to press the ‘shutter’ or button to take the picture.
Try bracing yourself against a building, pole or another
steady object if you can.
Tripods or ‘Gorillas’ are handy to hold your phone while
you take photos.
A photograph that is in focus can be edited, cropped
and enhanced.
An out of focus photograph is best deleted as soon as
possible so that you are not tempted to waste time
trying to ‘fix’ them with editing.
Take lots of photographs until you are happy with one
then be sure to delete all the ones you don’t want to use
so that you don’t clutter up the phone’s memory with
them.

Taking photos that are in focus is the most important
thing to master when learning photography
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How to focus

Tap your screen on the area you wish to be most in focus
As with most ‘point and shoot’ cameras, smartphone cameras will automatically focus for you
when you point the camera.
Here are a few tricks to getting really good clear photos when using the autofocus:

Groups of people:
Before you take the photo, touch the screen on one of the
people in the middle of the photo.
Doing this will give the camera a place to focus on. If you
let it autofocus often it focuses in the middle of the
picture. The middle of the picture is often a gap between
the group so you end up with a beautifully in focus
background and the people will not be as sharply in
focus as they could be.
NB: Once you have tapped, do not worry about moving
the camera to get everyone into the frame, the camera
will remember where to focus even after you move it.

Things that are in the distance:
Use the ZOOM function (usually by spreading your fingers) and tap on the item you want most
in focus. Zoom out again and then take the photo. The camera will remember what area to
focus on and you will be less likely to have camera shake distortions /out of focus picture. You
can crop out all the parts of the photo that you don’t want later.

Objects:
The camera struggles to focus on an area that is all the same colour, try
and tap the screen on something that has an edge to it so there is a
definite place for the camera to concentrate on. So if you want to
photograph a cup, focus on the rim of the cup rather than the side.
So tap to focus where the white and green colour makes a ‘line’ rather
than on the white tummy.

Don’t waste time trying to edit or ‘fix’a photograph
that is out of focus - just take another one!
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Avoid using the Zoom function
Most smartphones take photographs that can be printed clearly up to A3 size.
When using the ZOOM function the camera will be more sensitive to any movement,
and it is most likely that the photo will be out of focus.
Fill the Frame with the object or person you want to photograph, hold the camera
steady and press the shutter.
Afterwards, go into editing and crop out the bits that you don’t want. Effectively ‘Zoom
in’ after you have taken the photo in focus.
Get in the habit of taking photographs from different positions and angles, so that
you can work out which style of photo pleases you the most.

Original photo

Straightened photo

Cropped photo

Avoid using the ZOOM, take your photo and
crop the unwanted parts of the image later
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
Inside your home
You don’t have to take everything on the list, and you can add more things if you wish.
Get into the habit of putting your photos into ALBUMS on your phone so that you can
easily find them later when you want to share them in a presentation or a photobook.

PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Your Family members
Your pet/s
Your favourite room in the home
Vase with flowers
(if you don’t have any - remember
that Mums love flowers!)
Geometric patterns around your
home
Kitchen gadgets & tools
Food you like to eat
A glass with a drink and ice cube

Experiment taking photos from different angles, lying on
the ground looking up or being higher and looking down
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
Toys, bedrooms and play areas
You don’t have to take everything on the list, and you can add more things to the list.
Don’t forget to put your photos into ALBUMS on your phone so that you can easily find
them later when you want to share them in a presentation or a photobook.

PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Lego pieces
Lego construction
Soft toy, teddy, action figure
or doll
Untidy bedroom
Tidy bedroom
Homework area
Bike / trike / scooter / board

Take photos to tell the story that YOU want to share
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
Garden
If you don’t have a garden, perhaps you can go to a friend’s home or visit the local
botanical gardens or a park for this scavenger hunt.

PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Tree from a distance
Close up of a tree
Looking up into the canopy
of a tree
Flower
Grass
Insect
Water feature
it can be as simple as a
container with water
Hosepipe
Garden tools
Shed or garage
Edible plant - fruit, veggie,
herbs
Garden furniture
Sculpture

If you take photos that make people look great they will
think you are a good photographer
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
Beach
You don’t have to take everything on the list, and you can add more things if you wish.
Be careful not to get your smartphone camera wet and take care not to get any
sand into it either..
Use a simple zip-lock bag to store it if you do not have a special waterproof bag for it.
PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Umbrella
Towels
Waves
Rock pools
Shells
Rocks
Sand
Sea gulls and other sea birds
Sand castles
Footprints in the sand
Sea weed
Boats
Swimmer
Fisherman
Something washed up on the
shore

‘Sun behind your back, fill the frame then click’
Is one of the safest ways to get good shots
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
park or playground

You don’t have to take everything on the list, and you can add more things if you wish.
Get into the habit of putting your photos into ALBUMS on your phone so that you can
easily find them later when you want to share them in a presentation or a photobook.

PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Playground equipment
Tree or trees
Bird
Insect
Rocks or stones
Leaf
Flower
Kids Playing

Use your photos to create vision boards to help you work
towards special goals in life
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Scavenger Hunt Photography
Kitchen
You don’t have to take everything on the list, and you can add more things if you wish.

PHOTOGRAPH THIS

What ALBUM have you saved it in

Tick this box
when you have
taken the photo

Stove
Pots and pans
Cuttlery
Food preparation
Biscuit container (ask mum
first!)
Breakfast foods
Take photos to create a
recipe of something you
enjoy making and eating

Take photos that tell the
Why, What, When, Who & How of the story
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Editing Icons
Select EDIT whenever you wish to make changes to the photo

This icon allows you to SHARE via AirDrop, Email, Add to notes, Message, Twitter,
Facebook, Evernote, Messenger, save as a PDF to Books, copy, print and more
Select this here icon to add the image to your FAVOURITES album

Tap this DELETE icon if you wish to delete the image

This is the CROP and ROTATE icon. Select this when you wish to crop an image or to
rotate or STRAIGHTEN it
Tap this icon to view your image with different FILTERS

Tapping this icon allows you to adjust LIGHT, COLOUR or create BLACK & WHITE
images

This wand ICON will ENHANCE the image automatically. If you do not like the change
it makes select CANCEL. The Enhance feature usually adds light to make the photo
brighter. Often you can get a better effect by adjusting the LIGHT to be less.
If you do not like any changes made, select CANCEL and begin again

Tap DONE when you are finished editing and wish to save your changes

Don’t spend too much time editing to get the
‘Perfect picture’
Have fun and learn from your mistakes instead.
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Editing
Straightening & Cropping

When you view a photo on your smartphone you are given the option to:
Edit

Share

Add to Favourites. Or

Select the CROP icon

Press ROTATE icon
A second time

Delete

Press ROTATE icon
once

Press ROTATE icon
A third time

Drag in the sides to
crop the image
Select DONE when you are finished

Have fun rotating and cropping images.
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Cropping Fun
Have fun with cropping your photos to create pieces of an image that you ask a sibling
or friend what it is from.
This dragon is from Whales and his name is Draak.

Do you think you
could guess what
this is from the
cropped photo?

How about this
Batman Crab?

Press ROTATE icon
A third time

How about this
shot?

If you only saw this part of
the photo do you think you
Drag in the sides to
could guess what it was?
crop the image

Crop photos and then ask people to guess what it is
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Get up Close
If you get as close as you can and hold the camera steady, you can ‘enlarge' the image by cropping
what you do not want to appear in the frame.

Oh what beautiful eyes
you have!

Take photos without the zoom function and crop out the
parts that you don’t want later
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Photographing People
Photographing people is heaps of fun, and the photos always bring back memories
when you look at them later on in life.

• If you are taking a photograph of people, try not to have their faces in shadow
• Natural light is best, and funnily enough, taking photos of people on an overcast day
is great as there are no harsh shadows caused by bright sunshine
• Avoid having the sun shining behind them, so you don’t get a silhouette effect, and
not be able to see their faces clearly because of the shadow
• If you are taking a photograph of one person, fill your frame with the part that you
want to photograph, e.g. Their whole body, or just head and shoulders
• Stand closer to your subject rather than using the zoom
• Always take lots of photos, often people laugh, pull faces or close their eyes
• Try to take pictures of people that make them feel good about themselves.
Flattering photos tend to make people think you are the best photographer ever!
• If it is practical, be slightly above people, so they look upwards towards you. That
avoids double chins and usually is flattering
• Think about what is in the background of photos that you take of people, try and
avoid taking pictures that look like a plant is growing out of their heads!

Practice, take lots of photos and soon you will be
capturing amazing images
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Framing

Framing:
• Framing in photography is when you outline what you want to take with something
that appears to frame the image, such as a building, trees or flowers
• It is fun to do this by holding a branch with leaves and flowers in such a way that
they look as if they are naturally in the picture
• You can also frame things by taking a photo of something that you have placed in
such a manner that cupboards or furniture frame it

Use a hole in the rock to frame

Frame the sunset

Frame with buildings

Paste a photo into another photo

Use an archway

Use the window frame

Framing things when taking photos can be fun
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Leading Lines
Leading lines are useful in photography because they cause the viewer to look at the
essential part of the picture. They tend to draw the viewer’s eye further into the picture.
People use lead-lines to create depth and symmetry. Leading lines add interest and
can often give balance and symmetry to a photograph.

"Great photography is a

feeling, not depth of field
~ Peter Adams

Use leading lines to create more interest
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Rule of Thirds
To compose your photos according to the rule of thirds, you need to visualise your picture divided into
nine equal parts using two vertical lines and two horizontal lines. Most smartphones can easily display
these gridlines within the camera app.
A painter, John Thomas Smith, invented the rule of thirds in 1797 and it has been used for a long time
by painters,
The idea of the rule of thirds is to compose a photograph that leads the eye into a focal point, a little
oﬀ-set from the middle of the image
Of course, you do not have to obey this rule at all, merely being aware of it may help you to compose a
photograph that has more impact

Never forget that
when you are
the photographer
YOU are able to
take photos in
your own style and do not
have to follow ‘rules’

Practice and develop your own unique style of photography
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Fun & Practice
A few things that my mother told me that I am sure you
already know:

This is my first camera,
I got it for my 7th birthday.

•

Anything worth while requires effort

•

To become good at anything requires practice

•

If it is worth doing, do it to the best of your ability

•

If it doesn’t work out how you imagined, try doing it a
different way to get the result you want

•

It is a great feeling when you get it ‘just right’ and you
did it all by yourself

The wonderful thing about practicing photography is that it does not have to be boring.
Try my challenges to help you practice photography and gain more skills.
When YOU are the one behind the camera lens you are in control of what you photograph.
It makes sense to only photograph things that please you personally.
Whilst it may be fun to take pictures of your siblings doing silly things, try not to upset them
because life is easier with happy people in it.
Remember to be a good friend first and a photographer second. Try not to drive people
crazy by always demanding people stand in a group to get a photo taken. Go for the more
relaxed, informal shots and keep the world a happier place.

Take photos of your friends and family that they will
enjoy looking back on as they grow older
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Etiquette for photographers
Etiquette pronounced “Etikit” is a French word that describes a code of behaviour, or an
expected way of acting in certain situations.
Etiquette is a fancy word for simple GOOD MANNERS and is important to any
photographer no matter if they are a professional or a beginner.
1.

Don’t make yourself the centre of attention when you take photographs of gatherings
of people. Put yourself off to one side and take photos that are natural and not the
typical ‘Group Photo’. You will great some fun memory shots that people will enjoy plus
you will have not interrupted people enjoying the occasion.

2. If you are a guest at a major function, such as a wedding, speak to the professional
photographer before you take any photos so that you do not ruin the official ones
because you have distracted the people.
3. Always ask permission before you take someone’s photo. Not everyone likes having
their photo taken. I have found that people who usually do not like having photos taken
of them respond well when asked first. Sometimes they have still said ‘No please don’t
take my photo’ but because you asked first they tend to help you get photos of people
who do like having their photos taken.
4. When taking photos of children, be sure you have asked the parents first.
5. Always ask permission BEFORE SHARING photos on social networks
6. Be a friend first - photographer second. If you have been invited to go on an outing
with friends don’t ruin things by demanding to take photos all the time. Enjoy the outing
and later when you have a break ask about taking a few photos so that you can all
remember the day with pleasure later.

Don’t put photographs of children onto the internet
unless you have asked their parents permission first
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Ideas to Practice your photography
Use the alphabet and take a photo of something for each letter of the alphabet. Use this
to make an A-Z Photobook for a younger brother or sister. See the sample I have on my
web page.
Photograph all your favourite toys, maybe arrange them so that you can tell a story with
the photos later.
Go through the colours of the rainbow and take three photos of something in each
colour. Red, Yellow, Pink, Blue, Orange, Purple and Green.
When you go to the park take some photos of all the dogs you see. Don’t get too close in
case the dogs are not friendly.
Take photos of the flowers, leaves and trees in your garden, or the park.
Can you find any unusual insects around the garden?
Get up early and take photos of the sun coming up. Sometimes the clouds change
colours and you can see the rays of the sun before it gets too bright.
Take photos of the changes in the clouds when the sun is going down.
Maybe take some photos of things you can eat. It is fun to photograph food preparation
to use later in a Family Favourite Recipe book. See my sample Photobook Grammy’s
Family Favourites on my web page.
Maybe take photos of patterns that you see in buildings as you walk around the town or
city.

Take photos of specific things that interest you.
It is your hobby so make sure you enjoy what you do.
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Ways to use your photographs
Once you get the hang of taking photos and decide that you enjoy your new
hobby, here are a few ideas of what you can do with the photos;

A - Z Photobook for a young child
Take photos of things that will be familiar to
the child and create a photo book with a
photo for each letter of the alphabet.
The book will help them learn how to read
when they start school.
The book will also be a great memory book to
remember this time in your lives.
The full photo book is available to view on my
web page.

New Kids Guides coming soon will include :
Photo Editing for Kids & Creating Photo Memory Books
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Ways to use your photographs
Family Favourites Recipe Cook Book
Ask your grandmother, aunts and mum to help you enthuse relatives to
allow you to take photos of them cooking their favourite recipes.
The recipe book will be a fun memento for everyone in the family and you
can make extra copies to give everyone as Christmas presents.

Family favourites recipe photo-books are fun to make and you
usually get to eat the food you photograph too
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Ways to use your photographs

There are so many things you can do with photos, here are just a few ideas for you
to try:

• Posters
• Photo memory books
• Time Capsules
• Vision Boards
• PowerPoint Presentations
• Greetings Cards
• Invitations
• Thank you cards
• Special Birthday boards using old photos, letters, tickets etc
I hope you have enjoyed this guide and that you take some amazing photos that will
bring back memories later on in life.
Get mum or dad to join my PHOTOGRAPHY FOR KIDS Facebook group and post your
photos there.
I will have weekly photo challenges and each week’s winning photo will be the Group’s
Feature Photo of the week.

I am making a guide to creating photo books
for every occasion - ask mum or dad to sign up to my mailing list if you
would like to be advised when new guides are available
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